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About This Game

A darker fairy tale: this time, the setting is much darker than in previous games.

GAME FEATURES

With over 35 CGs and pin-up images, one of the biggest Winter Wolves games yet!

Play as the dark elf Amber in a dating/crafting simulation in a dark/gothic world

Three otome romances (Daniel, Bernard & Lair), one yuri romance (Ruby)

And for the first time, two poly romances (Cosmina and Lynn)

Shop builder minigame: build your own "magic shop"!

Amber, a dark elf, was abandoned as baby in the woods south of Icesilia. She was found and raised by Vin, a witch, who
decided she should become an alchemist. When Amber turned sixteen, Vin sent her to Icesilia as apprentice to the legendary

mage Haros.
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In the big town of Icesilia, she'll train and once she reachs adult age, become a master alchemist running her own shop, and
along the way also meet interesting characters who might become something more than just friends:

Daniel, Haros' son, who wants to be a mage like his father but also trains in alchemy. In competition with Amber since
young age, he'll need to be careful to not be consumed by his pride.

Bernard, a brave young man who wants to become a famous adventurer. Paranoid and ill-tempered, he'll need to learn to
control himself to avoid doing things he might regret.

Lair, the son of the influent noble elf Arnor. Naïve but with good heart, suffers the bad influence of his arrogant father
Arnor.

Ruby, a seductive young woman who turned vampire just recently, struggling to not lose the humanity still left in her.

Cosa and Anders, two mysterious silver-haired adventurers who will ask Amber's help, and might reveal themselves to
be something more than they look.

Lynn, a cute elf who runs the herbalist shop with her mother. A marriage with a noble has been arranged for her, but
she's not sure if she really wants it.

The game can be played as a dating sim and offers an optional crafting/simulation game. Each choice will change Amber's (and
her friends/love interests) alignment: there's Dark and Light. But be careful: dark and light doesn't mean wrong or right. There

are no right or wrong choices in this game, though some endings are more sad and cruel than others!

The game features 4 different endings for each love interest, with some dark events/scenes never seen before in a Winterwolves'
game. Play the game at your own risk! Unlock all the endings of a specific character to discover bonus pin-up images.
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its a great aircraft
carenado did a 9\/10 job making the C172N
has great flying charateristics
. I like it, but I 'love' low-flying games (100HM anyone?) It's Arcadey more than sim. Tricky and fun. Try the demo, there's
some cool levels later on, that I haven't unlocked yet in the full game, but are pretty cool. The one thing that games like this
reveal about VR, is how absolutely quick and responsive the controls are, regardless of the VR element. Gestures are intuitive,
and it will be interesting to see how different people respond to control methods, like this.. It worked a while... now it crashes
few seconds after start.
Its not me..Many players report this issue.
If the devs fix the problem..ill give it a thumb up

Well the game itself is okay for short game sessions (10-15min.)
Loooong Grind for achievement hunters.... Da Capo was pretty much my first visual novel I've ever read. Seeing it on steam is
actually still a big shock to me. Getting hit so hard by nostalgia vibes from reading returning to Hatsune Island (even if only for
a moment). In a general review, it's kind of hard to describe Da Capo III as anything different from any other visual novel, but
in my opinion, it's really easy to enjoy and love the cast of characters introduced to you: every single character has their own
memorable appeal. And for anyone riding on the "who's the best waifu" train, well... you'll likely have a hard time devoting to
just one person simply by reading the common route.

As for anyone new to the series, Da Capo III is a standalone game. Whether you've seen the anime or played the first or second
game doesn't matter. Da Capo III is setup in a way that will probably make you want to try out the other games, if not, it's a
great visual novel on it's own. #RiccaBestWaifu

Edit: After finishing the true ending, I have to say, there's a really nice amount of easter eggs for anyone who's read Da Capo II.
Overall, great visual novel for veterans and newcomers to the series~. I want more. MORE MORE MORE. This game has so
much potential. Personally I feel there isn't enough pirate games out there and this game is honestly one of the better ones that
have been produced.

 I am a bit disheartened that this game isn't in alpha or beta as it feels like one of the many alpha and beta games that steam
seems to be filled with lately. I really want this game to be improved upon really badly. This game won't take off unless it has
more content and more random situations for the players to experience. This is the sort of game you can only play for a couple
of hours before you are bored.

I want to see this game go further or more games like it.

EDIT: Some people are upset that I haven't put a heck of a lot of time into it. For me .4 hours was enough to get a feel of it and
post a review. Also don't get butthurt if I don't like your pirate game as much, I enjoy base building games quite a lot and pirate
games. Thus this game for me is the perfect combo.. In the top 5 of VR puzzle escape the room games, much better than some
of the trash that's out there. Clever puzzles, great graphics, excellent setting and great voice work.

Overall the eccentric millionaire inventor story works and you do get immersed in the world.

Only things that bothered me was the teleport using a trigger, so used to the touchpad that I kept pressing it well into the game.
Had to think to pull the trigger but that's hardly a problem and with more time would get used to it.

Recommend to all those who like the puzzle, escape the room games and those who have always fancied being held captive by
eccentric millionaires as their plaything. Getting hard just thinking about it, anyway if you're an eccentric millionaire inventor,
call me.. Intolerable. The translation is so bad that it barely makes sense. The game has no branching paths or options - you
*must* do the next thing to advance time. Bad bad bad. The music and art style are all it has going for it, and it's been done
better elsewhere. Get literally any Artifex Mundi HOG rather than this tragedy.. Quantum Conundrum is not better than Portal.
It's not worse than Portal either. It's a first person puzzle game as good as Portal and it feels like someone played that game and
applied the lessons learned to their own creation. As a puzzle game, it gives unique mechanics that are fun to work with, not
only by playing the game normally, but also with the shift and time goals in each stage. The voice acting is really good, and
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there's enough here to say that it's worth the cost.

The only two negatives is that completing the game gets you nothing if you're for more than achievements, and that Airtight
Games is no more, meaning you're just giving money to the publisher rather than the devs. Still, if you want a physics based
puzzle game, this one is fit to purpose.

Make sure you "Do A Thing" when you get the chance. ;). While I think that Super Knockoff! VS is a good game, it isn't good
enough to have many coming back for more. I suggest that these guys add in more additions such as a story mode so the
characters can interact wth eachother as well as online play and an ability to create their own stages.
This has plenty of potential and I really hope they are planning for more features down the line for the next update or for DLC
and not to make a sequal like how Capcom did for Marvel vs Capcom 3 when they made Ultimate MVC3.
This indeed has great tributes to anime characters and franchises with how they made the characters backrounds and how they
stuck to their respective art styles, but I feel like they could have done more if like I said, added in a story mode. The weapons
are surprisengly lazy with only default shotguns and grenade launcher with little to no refference or tribute to other anime or
managa, nothing special about them with the exception of how many or how powerful your shots are.

I hope Team Four Star does some more work on this game because I really think this has potential for more updates and
content. If you really wanna buy it, wait for a discount or if you managed to save little money for yourself and decide to splurge
on cheap games. Once bought, make sure you have a few friends around until they actually add in an online component.
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Short and not much to it, but what is there? Genuinely. Freaking. Terrifying.

To date the only VR game to make me NOPE and take the headset off, at least the first time I played. I went back!

The only mode worth playing is the cityscape one, you can play seated as it straps you into a ride-like chair anyway, then be
prepared for your vertigo to be pushed pretty hard.. What can I say.....High end system here but still lags contantly and frame
rate is horrible..... Not as good as the other pack at the same price. I bought this before I had looked at the other packs in game.
The Fenrir pack costs the same but it has much more valuable parts that you can sell, it has 2 purple and 10 blue and the
Bloodhound only has 15 blue parts...no epic. This is so lopsided.. Very very basic game, best I can tell it uses 3 arrow keys for
all controls. Grab it on sale it'll be worth it on sale,. I'll keep it short (mostly because I'm too lazy to write an extensive review):
This is my second favorite parkour game after Mirror's Edge!

10\/10 - Would play it again with a friend if it had co-op.. Classics of the elite-like games. Really feel free to do in space.
Perfectly works on win7.. Nice soundtrack!
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